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ORING NETWORKING › TES-3080-M12-BP2
Smart switch, 8x 10/100 M12 Bypass, O-Ring <10ms (ORing TES-3080-M12-BP2)


The TES-3080-M12-BP2 is a managed Redundant Ring Ethernet switch with 8x10/100Base-T(X) ports which is compliant with EN50155 request.  With completely support of Ethernet Redundancy protocol, O-Ring (recovery time < 10ms over 250 units of connection), Open-Ring, O-RSTP and MSTP/RSTP/STP (IEEE 802.1s/w/D) can protect your mission-critical applications from network interruptions or temporary malfunctions with its fast recovery technology.  

It is specifically designed for the toughest industrial environments.  TES-3080-M12-BP2 EN50155 Ethernet switch use M12 connectors to ensure tight, robust connections, and guarantee reliable operation against environmental disturbances, such as vibration and shock.  

Another Open-Ring technology is also supported which can applied for other vendor's proprietary ring.  TES-1080-M12-BP2 included dual bypass ports, These bypass ports protect the network from failures and Network maintenance by ensuring network integrity during power loss.  Each of these bypass ports includes Network ports and Monitor ports.  The Network ports are used for connection to main-network connections and provide protection mechanism, and the Monitor ports are used for down-link local networking device.  When the power is on, the operating mode of the Bypass ports is set to Normal , and the local networking device is connected with main-network.  When power failure occurs, the Bypass ports is swiftly set to bypass mode to isolate the main-network from the local networking device.



  	Physical Ports

	10/100 Base-T(X) Bypass Ethernet Auto MDI/MDIX	8 (Built-in 2 sets of bypass ports)
	Connector Type	Waterproof M12
	Technology

	Ethernet Standards	IEEE 802.3 for 10BaseT, 
IEEE 802.3u for 100BaseT(X),
IEEE 802.3x for Flow control, 
IEEE 802.1D for STP (Spanning Tree Protocol),
IEEE 802.1w for RSTP (Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol),
IEEE 802.1AB for LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol)
	MAC Table	8192 MAC addresses
	Priority Queues	4
	Processing	Store-and-Forward
	Switching bandwidth	1.6 Gbps
	VLAN	Port Based
	Security Features	Enable/disable ports, 
VLAN to segregate and secure network traffic, 
SNMP v3 encrypted authentication and access security
	Software Features	STP/RSTP/MSTP (IEEE 802.1D/w),
Redundant Ring (O-Ring) with recovery time less than 10ms over 250 units, 
Port configuration, 
Port status, 
Port statistics, 
Port monitoring, 
Port security
	Network Redundancy	O-Ring, 
Open-Ring, 
Fast recovery, 
STP, 
RSTP, 
MSTP
	LED Indicators

	Power Indicator	Green - Power LED x 2, 
Indicates power input
	Ready / Ring Master Indicator	Green - Indicate system ready and Ring master mode
	O-Ring Indicator	Green- Indicates port operating in O-Ring mode
	10/100TX Port Indicator	Green for port Link/Act.  Amber for Collision/Duplex indicator
	Power

	Input power	Dual 12~48VDC on 5-pin M23 connector
	Connector Type	Waterproof M12
	Power consumption (typical)	5W
	Overload current protection	present
	Reverse polarity protection	present
	Physical Characteristic

	Dimension (W x D x H)	125mm x 65mm x 196mm
	Weight	896 g
	Environmental

	Storage Temperature	-40÷85°C (-40÷185°F)
	Operating Temperature	-40÷70°C (-40÷158°F)
	Operating Humidity	5%÷95% Non-condensing
	Regulatory approvals

	EMI	FCC Part 15, 
CISPR (EN55022) class A, 
EN50155 (EN50121-3-2, 
EN55011, 
EN50121-4)
	EMS	EN61000-4-2 (ESD),
EN61000-4-3 (RS),
EN61000-4-4 (EFT),
EN61000-4-5 (Surge),
EN61000-4-6 (CS),
EN61000-4-8, 
EN61000-4-11
	Shock	IEC60068-2-27
	Free Fall	IEC60068-2-32
	Vibration	IEC60068-2-6
	Safety	EN60950-1
	Warranty

	Warranty period	5 years
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TAGS: 
      EN50155,         M12    
				  	* For special orders only
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                                Minimal order quantity: 1 x pcs

                          Quantity in the smallest collective package: 1 x pcs 
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MANAGED SWITCHES

	
                          #07648

                          

                          5x 10/100 M12, O-Ring 

                    
	
                          #07897

                          

                          8x 10/100 M12 + 2x 10/100/1000 M12 Bypass

                    
	
                          #07852

                          

                          8x 10/100 RJ-45 + 2 slide-in SFP slots / RJ-45, O/Open-Ring 

                    
	
                          #06501

                          2 610,00 EUR

                          8x 10/100/1000 M12 PoE + 4x 10/100/1000 M12, Bypass

                    
	
                          #08414

                          

                          8x 10/100 M12 Bypass, O-Ring 

                    
	
                          #08422

                          

                          8x 10/100 M12, O-Ring 

                    
	
                          #07939

                          

                          16x 10/100 M12 + 2x 10/100/1000 M12 Bypass
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                #06506

                  
      Industrial Gigabit High Power Injector, 2x10/1000 M12 PoE (ORing TINJ-101GT-M12-24V)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    370,00 EUR
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  UNMANAGED SWITCHES
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                #07649

                  
      Unmanaged switch, 5x 10/100 M12 (ORing TES-150-M12)(for special orders only)
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      Unmanaged switch, 5x 10/100/500 M12 PoE (ORing TXPS-141XT-M12-24V)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    630,00 EUR
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      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100 M12 (ORing TES-1080-M12)(for special orders only)
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                #07898

                  
      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100 M12 (ORing TES-180-M12)(for special orders only)
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                #08416

                  
      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100 M12 Bypass, (ORing TES-1080-M12-BP2)(for special orders only)
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      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100/1000 M12 (ORing TGS-1080-M12)(for special orders only)
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      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100/1000 M12 PoE (ORing TGXPS-1080-M12-24V)

 


				  				                    825,00 EUR
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      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100/1000 M12 PoE (ORing TGXPS-1080-M12-MV)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    1 440,00 EUR
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      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100/1000 M12, Bypass (ORing TGS-1080-M12-BP2)(for special orders only)
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      Unmanaged switch, 8x 10/100/500/1000 M12 (ORing TGXS-1080-M12)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    684,00 EUR
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  MANAGED SWITCHES
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      Smart switch, 5x 10/100 M12, O-Ring <10ms (ORing TES-250-M12)(for special orders only)
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                #07897

                  
      Managed switch,  8x 10/100 M12 + 2x 10/100/1000 M12 Bypass (ORing TES-3082GT-M12-BP1)(for special orders only)
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      Managed switch, 8x 10/100 RJ-45 + 2 slide-in SFP slots / RJ-45, O/Open-Ring <10ms (ORing IES-3082GC)(for special orders only)
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      Managed switch, 8x 10/100/1000 M12 PoE + 4x 10/100/1000 M12, Bypass (ORing TRGPS-9084GT-M12X-BP2-MV)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    2 610,00 EUR
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      Smart switch, 8x 10/100 M12 Bypass, O-Ring <10ms (ORing TES-3080-M12-BP2)(for special orders only)
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      Smart switch, 8x 10/100 M12, O-Ring <10ms (ORing TES-3080-M12)(for special orders only)
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                #07939

                  
      Managed switch, 16x 10/100 M12 + 2x 10/100/1000 M12 Bypass (ORing TES-3162GT-M12-BP1)(for special orders only)
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  WIRELESS 3G/4G ROUTERS
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                #08188

                  
      Wireless router 3G, 2x 10/100 RJ-45 (WAN + LAN) + 1x 802.11a/b/g (WLAN) + 1x USB (ORing TAR-3120-M12)
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      Wireless router 4G, 2x 10/100/1000 M12 (LAN) + 1x 802.11b/a/g/n (WLAN) (ORing TGAR-2062+-4GS-M12)(for special orders only)
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                  All products' documentation is published in PDF (Portable Document Format), which requires Adobe Reader (ver. 5 and newer) software for viewing.
                    

                    You can download this software from following website: Adobe Reader

                    

Though we pay utmost attention, we cannot guarantee, that published materials are free of errors and diversities.


These lapses cannot be a basis for any legal claims.


All images placed on Atel Electronic's web sites may slightly vary from real look of current selling products.


If you have any doubts regarding information on this website please contact us (phone +48-77-4556076, e-mail cust@atel.com.pl).
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